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Updated for the latest database management systems -- including MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g, and Microsoft's SQL Server 2008 -this introductory guide will get you up and running with SQL quickly. Whether you need to write database applications, perform
administrative tasks, or generate reports, Learning SQL, Second Edition, will help you easily master all the SQL fundamentals.
Each chapter presents a self-contained lesson on a key SQL concept or technique, with numerous illustrations and annotated
examples. Exercises at the end of each chapter let you practice the skills you learn. With this book, you will: Move quickly through
SQL basics and learn several advanced features Use SQL data statements to generate, manipulate, and retrieve data Create
database objects, such as tables, indexes, and constraints, using SQL schema statements Learn how data sets interact with
queries, and understand the importance of subqueries Convert and manipulate data with SQL's built-in functions, and use
conditional logic in data statements Knowledge of SQL is a must for interacting with data. With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn
how to put the power and flexibility of this language to work.
CD-ROM includes: e-book in 1 pdf file (pdf version of this book); bonus material (10 pdf files); sample files.
Combines language tutorials with application design advice to cover the PHP server-side scripting language and the MySQL
database engine.
Introductory, theory-practice balanced text teaching the fundamentals of databases to advanced undergraduates or graduate
students in information systems or computer science.
Provides information on the fundamentals of Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Analysis Services.
If you have mastered the fundamentals of the PL/SQL language and are now looking for an in-depth, practical guide to solving real
problems with PL/SQL stored procedures, then this is the book for you.
Ace your preparation for Microsoft® Certification Exam 70-461 with this 2-in-1 Training Kit from Microsoft Press®. Work at your
own pace through a series of lessons and practical exercises, and then assess your skills with practice tests on CD—featuring
multiple, customizable testing options. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to: Create database objects Work
with data Modify data Troubleshoot and optimize queries You also get an exam discount voucher—making this book an exceptional
value and a great career investment.
This integrated learning solution teaches all the Oracle PL/SQL skills you need, hands-on, through real-world labs, extensive
examples, exercises, and projects! Completely updated for Oracle 11g, Oracle PL/SQL by Example , Fourth Edition covers all the
fundamentals, from PL/SQL syntax and program control through packages and Oracle 11g’s significantly improved triggers. One
step at a time, you’ll walk through every key task, discovering the most important PL/SQL programming techniques on your own.
Building on your hands-on learning, the authors share solutions that offer deeper insights and proven best practices. End-ofchapter projects bring together all the techniques you’ve learned, strengthening your understanding through real-world practice.
This book’s approach fully reflects the authors’ award-winning experience teaching PL/SQL programming to professionals at
Columbia University. New database developers and DBAs can use its step-by-step instructions to get productive fast; experienced
PL/SQL programmers can use this book as a practical solutions reference. Coverage includes • Mastering basic PL/SQL concepts
and general programming language fundamentals, and understanding SQL’s role in PL/SQL • Using conditional and iterative
program control techniques, including the new CONTINUE and CONTINUE WHEN statements • Efficiently handling errors and
exceptions • Working with cursors and triggers, including Oracle 11g’s powerful new compound triggers • Using stored
procedures, functions, and packages to write modular code that other programs can execute • Working with collections, objectrelational features, native dynamic SQL, bulk SQL, and other advanced PL/SQL capabilities • Handy reference appendices:
PL/SQL formatting guide, sample database schema, ANSI SQL standards reference, and more
SQL Server - Tips and Tricks I book has solutions of some real time SQL Server problems that a developer face in most of the real time
projects. Find out how to migrate databases, work with constraints, create stored procedures, triggers, functions, views and cursors and
configure effective queries. Security, monitoring, and tuning techniques are also covered in this volume. All solutions are written with best
practices and comes with complete to-the-point description and source code. You know the basics of the SQL query language, yet you feel
you aren't taking full advantage of SQL's expressive power. You'd like to learn how to do more work with SQL inside the database before
pushing data across the network to your applications. Let's face it, SQL is a deceptively simple language to learn, and many database
developers never go far beyond the simple statement: SELECT columns FROM table WHERE conditions. But there is so much more you can
do with the language. In the SQL Server - Tips and Tricks, experienced SQL developer Priyanka Agarwal shares her favorite SQL techniques
and tricks to take your SQL skills to the next level. As you develop these skills, you will use either Microsoft SQL server to execute SQL
statements. Everyone reading this book can jump right in with writing SQL statements in MS SQL Server with great ease. It's easy to find
basic SQL syntax and keyword information online. What's hard to find is challenging, well-designed, real-world problems—the type of
problems that come up all the time when you're dealing with data. Learning how to solve these problems will give you the skill and confidence
to step up in your career. With SQL Server - Tips and Tricks, you can get that level of experience by solving sets of targeted problems. These
aren't just problems designed to give an example of specific syntax. These are the most common problems you encounter when you deal
with data. You will get real world practice, with real world data. I'll teach you how to "think" in SQL, how to analyze data problems, figure out
the fundamentals, and work towards a solution that you can be proud of. It contains challenging problems, which develop your ability to write
high quality SQL code. It has data analysis and reporting oriented challenges that are designed to step you through introductory, intermediate
and advanced SQL Select statements, with a learn-by-doing technique. Most textbooks and courses have some practice problems. But most
often, they're used just to illustrate a particular syntax. There's no filtering on what's most useful, and what the most common issues are.
What you'll get with SQL Practice Problems is the problems that illustrate some the most common challenges you'll run into with data, and the
best, most useful techniques to solve them. Published by: MeetCoogle
Gain a solid understanding of T-SQL—and write better queries Master the fundamentals of Transact-SQL—and develop your own code for
querying and modifying data in Microsoft SQL Server 2012. Led by a SQL Server expert, you’ll learn the concepts behind T-SQL querying
and programming, and then apply your knowledge with exercises in each chapter. Once you understand the logic behind T-SQL, you’ll
quickly learn how to write effective code—whether you’re a programmer or database administrator. Discover how to: Work with programming
practices unique to T-SQL Create database tables and define data integrity Query multiple tables using joins and subqueries Simplify code
and improve maintainability with table expressions Implement insert, update, delete, and merge data modification strategies Tackle advanced
techniques such as window functions, pivoting and grouping sets Control data consistency using isolation levels, and mitigate deadlocks and
blocking Take T-SQL to the next level with programmable objects
Effectively query and modify data using Transact-SQL Master T-SQL fundamentals and write robust code for Microsoft SQL Server and
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Azure SQL Database. Itzik Ben-Gan explains key T-SQL concepts and helps you apply your knowledge with hands-on exercises. The book
first introduces T-SQL’s roots and underlying logic. Next, it walks you through core topics such as single-table queries, joins, subqueries,
table expressions, and set operators. Then the book covers more-advanced data-query topics such as window functions, pivoting, and
grouping sets. The book also explains how to modify data, work with temporal tables, and handle transactions, and provides an overview of
programmable objects. Microsoft Data Platform MVP Itzik Ben-Gan shows you how to: Review core SQL concepts and its mathematical roots
Create tables and enforce data integrity Perform effective single-table queries by using the SELECT statement Query multiple tables by using
joins, subqueries, table expressions, and set operators Use advanced query techniques such as window functions, pivoting, and grouping
sets Insert, update, delete, and merge data Use transactions in a concurrent environment Get started with programmable objects–from
variables and batches to user-defined functions, stored procedures, triggers, and dynamic SQL
Master the foundations of T-SQL with the right balance of conceptual and practical content. Get hands-on guidance—including exercises and
code samples—that show you how to develop code to query and modify data. You’ll gain a solid understanding of the T-SQL language and
good programming practices, and learn to write more efficient and powerful queries. Discover how to: Apply T-SQL fundamentals, create
tables, and define data integrity Understand logical query processing Query multiple tables using joins and subqueries Simplify code and
improve maintainability with table expressions Explore pivoting techniques and how to handle grouping sets Write code that modifies data
Isolate inconsistent data and address deadlock and blocking scenarios
Based on John Patrick's hands-on SQL IT professionals at the University of California, Berkeley, this book shows exactly how to retrieve the
data you want, when you need it, in any application. This 2nd edition is completely updated to include Oracle 9i and Access 2000.
After Great response of SQL Server - Tips and Tricks I, Priyanka Agarwal is releasing her second book in series. SQL Server - Tips and
Tricks II book has solutions of some real time SQL Server problems that a developer face in most of the real time projects. Find out how to
migrate databases, work with constraints, create stored procedures, triggers, functions, views and cursors and configure effective queries.
Security, monitoring, and tuning techniques are also covered in this volume. All solutions are written with best practices and comes with
complete to-the-point description and source code. You know the basics of the SQL query language, yet you feel you aren't taking full
advantage of SQL's expressive power. You'd like to learn how to do more work with SQL inside the database before pushing data across the
network to your applications. Let's face it, SQL is a deceptively simple language to learn, and many database developers never go far beyond
the simple statement: SELECT columns FROM table WHERE conditions. But there is so much more you can do with the language. In the
SQL Server - Tips and Tricks, experienced SQL developer Priyanka Agarwal shares her favorite SQL techniques and tricks to take your SQL
skills to the next level. As you develop these skills, you will use either Microsoft SQL server to execute SQL statements. Everyone reading
this book can jump right in with writing SQL statements in MS SQL Server with great ease. It's easy to find basic SQL syntax and keyword
information online. What's hard to find is challenging, well-designed, real-world problems—the type of problems that come up all the time when
you're dealing with data. Learning how to solve these problems will give you the skill and confidence to step up in your career. With SQL
Server - Tips and Tricks, you can get that level of experience by solving sets of targeted problems. These aren't just problems designed to
give an example of specific syntax. These are the most common problems you encounter when you deal with data. You will get real world
practice, with real world data. I'll teach you how to "think" in SQL, how to analyze data problems, figure out the fundamentals, and work
towards a solution that you can be proud of. It contains challenging problems, which develop your ability to write high quality SQL code. It has
data analysis and reporting oriented challenges that are designed to step you through introductory, intermediate and advanced SQL Select
statements, with a learn-by-doing technique. Most textbooks and courses have some practice problems. But most often, they're used just to
illustrate a particular syntax. There's no filtering on what's most useful, and what the most common issues are. What you'll get with SQL
Practice Problems is the problems that illustrate some the most common challenges you'll run into with data, and the best, most useful
techniques to solve them. Published by: MeetCoogle
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-761–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of SQL Server 2016 Transact-SQL data management,
queries, and database programming. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the
critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: •
Filter, sort, join, aggregate, and modify data • Use subqueries, table expressions, grouping sets, and pivoting • Query temporal and nonrelational data, and output XML or JSON • Create views, user-defined functions, and stored procedures • Implement error handling,
transactions, data types, and nulls This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam objectives • Features strategic, what-if
scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have experience working with SQL Server as a database administrator, system engineer, or
developer • Includes downloadable sample database and code for SQL Server 2016 SP1 (or later) and Azure SQL Database Querying Data
with Transact-SQL About the Exam Exam 70-761 focuses on the skills and knowledge necessary to manage and query data and to program
databases with Transact-SQL in SQL Server 2016. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a Microsoft
Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of essential skills for building and implementing onpremises and cloud-based databases across organizations. Exam 70-762 (Developing SQL Databases) is also required for MCSA: SQL 2016
Database Development certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
This book is ideal for IT professionals who have some experience with SQL Server or Database but are looking for a rich hands-on resource
with guidance to explore each of the Azure SQL administrator concepts and the solutions the cloud provider offers."Azure SQL Database
named among the top 3 databases of 2020 according to DB-Engines.."Azure SQL Database is primarily for SQL DBAs who are dipping their
feet into the cloud world since Cloud services are becoming the de-facto platform for agile development and implementation. Numerous
companies worldwide are now drifting to cloud solutions, and Microsoft Azure is one of the prominent ones.The book is primarily designed for
Cloud DBAs (with ample knowledge of SQL server) who are new to Azure and want to have a solid start and get an in-depth glimpse on
advanced topics that will help them to solve day to day issues plus effectively support the Azure databases. Administering Relational
Databases on Microsoft Azure takes readers through a complete tour of understanding of fundamental Azure concepts, Azure SQL
administration, Azure Management tools and techniques. This book will give an edge over to clear DP 300 exam. Increasingly, we continue to
flood with information about the importance of the cloud. Cloud computing is everywhere, but not everyone knows exactly what it is and
where to get started. We try to focus more on Azure SQL and give you the foundational understanding of what the cloud really is and tell you
how some of these cloud technologies can work for you, and direct you to improve your knowledge and get certified with hassle-free learning.
If you find it is for you, you will pick up useful tricks and tips for making a move to the cloud as seamless as possible It is never too late to turn
the corner from "On-premise DBA" to "Cloud DBA specialist". In most technical discussions, we see a vast gap in cloud adoption and the
reality of absorption. There is always a need to learn the Next-Gen technology. In this book, you explore the importance of understanding and
managing cloud database and the skills you must build around the Cloud to face the cloud DBA certification. In addition, along the way, you
will pick up great interesting insights, real-time scenario and fundamentals, concepts of Cloud, cloud management tools, test cases, and
several practice solutions.This book provides the platform for learning the advanced Azure SQL database management concepts, delivering
a solid understanding of cloud infrastructure and available tools, and explaining how to implement cloud database solutions. Upon completion
of the book, readers will be able to:1. Understand Azure fundamentals and concepts2. Design cloud infrastructure solutions with a focus on
databases in mind3. Design your environment with the right services models-DTU, VCore, Serverless Computing, SQL on Azure VM, etc...4.
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Learn to administrate and manage Azure SQL with the best practices in mind5. Implement Azure PowerShell and Azure CLI solutions to
manage large infrastructures through Azure Automation, ARM templates, and more...6. Efficient and seamless handling of Azure
components7. Design High availability and disaster recovery methodologies8. Handle advanced diagnostics to perform troubleshooting
performance issues9. Learn analytics integration using Log Analytics and SQL Analytics10. Perform database-related integration using Azure
Logic Apps11. Deep dive into administering relational database on Azure Cloud12. Explore the key concepts that you should consider when
making a move to Azure SQL13. Learn advanced data security

The official guide by the SAS Global Certification Program, SAS Certified Professional Prep Guide: Advanced
Programming Using SAS 9.4 prepares you to take the new SAS 9.4 Advanced Programming Performance-Based Exam.
New in this edition is a workbook whose sample scenarios require you to write code to solve problems and answer
questions. Answers to the chapter quizzes and solutions to the sample scenarios in the workbook are included. You will
also find links to exam objectives, practice exams, and other resources such as the Base SAS Glossary and a list of
practice data sets. Major topics include SQL processing, SAS macro language processing, and advanced SAS
programming techniques. All exam topics are covered in the following chapters: SQL Processing with SAS PROC SQL
Fundamentals Creating and Managing Tables Joining Tables Using PROC SQL Joining Tables Using Set Operators
Using Subqueries Advanced SQL Techniques SAS Macro Language Processing Creating and Using Macro Variables
Storing and Processing Text Working with Macro Programs Advanced Macro Techniques Advanced SAS Programming
Techniques Defining and Processing Arrays Processing Data Using Hash Objects Using SAS Utility Procedures Using
Advanced Functions Practice Programming Scenarios (Workbook)
This book is ideal for IT professionals who have some experience with SQL Server or Database but are looking for a rich
hands-on resource with guidance to explore each of the Azure SQL administrator concepts and the solutions the cloud
provider offers.The book is primarily designed for Cloud DBAs (with ample knowledge of SQL server) who are new to
Azure and want to have a solid start and get an in-depth glimpse on advanced topics that will help them to solve day-today issues plus effectively support the Azure databases. Administering Relational Databases on Microsoft Azure takes
readers through a complete tour of understanding fundamental Azure concepts, Azure SQL administration, Azure
Management tools, and techniques. This book will give an edge over to clear DP 300 exam. Increasingly, we continue to
flood with information about the importance of the cloud. Cloud computing is everywhere, but not everyone knows exactly
what it is and where to get started.We try to focus more on Azure SQL and give you the foundational understanding of
what the cloud really is and tell you how some of these cloud technologies can work for you, and direct you to improve
your knowledge and get certified with hassle-free learning. If you find it is for you, you will pick up useful tricks and tips for
making a move to the cloud as seamless as possible.It is never too late to turn the corner from "On-premise DBA" to
"Cloud DBA specialist". In most technical discussions, we see a vast gap in cloud adoption and the reality of absorption.
There is always a need to learn the Next-Gen technology. In this book, you explore the importance of understanding and
managing cloud databases and the skills you must build around the Cloud to face the cloud DBA certification. In addition,
along the way, you will pick up great interesting insights, real-time scenarios and fundamentals, concepts of Cloud, cloud
management tools, test cases, and several practice solutions.
A Complete Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-061 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database 12c SQL
Fundamentals I exam with this Oracle Press guide. Each chapter features challenging exercises, a certification summary,
a two-minute drill, and a self-test to reinforce the topics presented. This authoritative resource helps you pass the exam
and also serves as an essential, on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-061,
including: Data retrieval using the SQL SELECT statement Restricting and sorting data Single-row functions Using
conversion functions and conditional expressions Reporting aggregated data with the group functions Displaying data
from multiple tables with joins Using subqueries to solve problems Using the set operators Manipulating data with DML
statements Using DDL statements to create and manage tables Electronic content includes: 150+ practice exam
questions with detailed answers and explanations Score report performance assessment tool
Introduces concepts for organizing data within a company to make it more accessible and meaningful. The author
explains where databases went wrong in the 1990s, describes metadata-based technologies and standards, and
illustrates the various implementation options by depicting five distinct metadata solutions for the same problem.
An official Oracle test preparation manual for candidates dealing with the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database
11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam covers all relevant topics, including installation, configuration, application tuning,
database management, backup and recovery, security, and more, accompanied by a CD-ROOM containing two practice
exams with answer keys and an electronic version of the book. Original. (Intermediate)
This book provides the database professional and power user with working solutions for daily business tasks. The goal
has been to reduce needless writing and concentrate on the daily needs of database usage and development. An
efficient database professional does not need a book to tell him or her how to execute a query or how many types of
queries Access 2007 supports; the answers are a click away in the help file or online. What power users and developers
need is thought-out solutions to show them the way to achieve their difficult tasks without having to look around for hours,
days, or sometimes weeks. In addition, they need a book to show them when something is possible, when it is not, how
many ways exist to achieve a task, and which one is the most efficient. Furthermore, the table of contents is not arranged
by topic (tables, queries, reports, etc) but by solution. The content of the book should be practical and the layout should
help the professional find what he or she needs in seconds. Learn how to use your databases for real business
tasksPindar has worked on hundreds of business databases and operational systems for the last 18 years. In this book,
he provides actual scenarios and code you can use in your daily business situations. Actually, you will get many ideas of
how to employ Access 2007 to get data in ways you were not aware it was possible. Some examples, especially in the
beginning of each chapter are quite simple so that readers with less Access experience can follow and learn but they are
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definitely not simplistic. Leave superfluous theory on the side and focus on the essence of your operations You might be
taught a thousand pieces of theory and politically correct techniques on databases. In the end, what you will need is a
way to accomplish your task. This book will show you exactly the concepts you should learn and expand on them in
detail. Theory is present but only to support a practical technique; not for the sake of it. Concentrate on holistic solutions
and not clustered technical skills This book leaves behind the classical format of texts. Instead of providing multiple and
isolated concepts, it combines the necessary techniques to arrive to a real world solution. For example, instead of just
showing what a date function is, it demonstrates how it can be used in combination with clauses and other functions to
obtain order processing cycle times or order fulfillment goals for your corporation. At the end of the day, when you read a
book, you need to be able to use your knowledge to achieve a task. The business table of contentsYou will find a novelty
in this book which is its business table of contents. There are two tables of contents in this book. There is the classical
one to find what you need on database concepts. However, there is also a business table of contents you can consult to
find the business solution you need. For example, how to conditionally update product prices from multiple suppliers and
by various percentages. Use this book as a handy referenceFinally, this book has been written with the idea of using it as
a reference. You might need to flip its pages to check something simple like the correct use of quotes in criteria
expressions or concatenated fields. Or you might need to check something more elaborate like how to use a subquery to
manipulate data in one table based on the values of another table.
The AWS Certified Solutions Architect Professional exam validates advanced technical skills and experience in designing
distributed applications and systems on the AWS platform. Example concepts you should understand for this exam
include: - Designing and deploying dynamically scalable, highly available, fault-tolerant, and reliable applications on AWS
- Selecting appropriate AWS services to design and deploy an application based on given requirements - Migrating
complex, multi-tier applications on AWS - Designing and deploying enterprise-wide scalable operations on AWS Implementing cost-control strategies - Recommended AWS Knowledge This book contains Free Resources. Preview the
book & see what's inside.
Students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong foundation in the basics before moving on to more
advanced technology courses and certification programs. The Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) is a new and
innovative certification track designed to provide a pathway for future success in technology courses and careers. The
MTA program curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology knowledge and provides students
with a foundation for their careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through the use
of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom. Database
Administration Fundamentals covers introductory knowledge and skills including: relational databases; core database
concepts; relational database concepts; security requirements for databases and the data stored in them; database
objects -- such as tables and views; graphical tools and T-SQL scripts; database queries; and stored procedures.
A guide to SQL covers such topics as retrieving records, metadata queries, working with strings, data arithmetic, date manipulation, reporting
and warehousing, and hierarchical queries.
Real-world practice problems to bring your SQL skills to the next level It's easy to find basic SQL syntax and keyword information online.
What's hard to find is challenging, well-designed, real-world problems--the type of problems that come up all the time when you're dealing
with data. Learning how to solve these problems will give you the skill and confidence to step up in your career. With SQL Practice Problems,
you can get that level of experience by solving sets of targeted problems. These aren't just problems designed to give an example of specific
syntax, or keyword. These are the common problems you run into all the time when you deal with data. You will get real world practice, with
real world data. I'll teach you how to "think" in SQL, how to analyze data problems, figure out the fundamentals, and work towards a solution
that you can be proud of. It contains challenging problems, that hone your ability to write high quality SQL code. What do you get when you
buy SQL Practice Problems? You get instructions on how set up MS SQL Server Express Edition 2016 and SQL Server Management Studio
2016, both free downloads. Almost all the SQL presented here works for previous versions of MS SQLServer, and any exceptions are
highlighted. You'll also get a customized sample database, with video walk-through instructions on how to set it up on your computer. And of
course, you get the actual practice problems - 57 problems that you work through step-by-step. There are targeted hints if you need them that
help guide you through the question. For the more complex questions there are multiple levels of hints. Each answer comes with a short,
targeted discussion section with alternative answers and tips on usage and good programming practice. What kind of problems are there in
SQL Practice Problems? SQL Practice Problems has data analysis and reporting oriented challenges that are designed to step you through
introductory, intermediate and advanced SQL Select statements, with a learn-by-doing technique. Most textbooks and courses have some
practice problems. But most often, they're used just to illustrate a particular piece of syntax, with no filtering on what's most useful. What you'll
get with SQL Practice Problems is the problems that illustrate some the most common challenges you'll run into with data, and the best, most
useful techniques to solve them. These practice problems involve only Select statements, used for data analysis and reporting, and not
statements to modify data (insert, delete, update), or to create stored procedures. About the author: Hi, my name is Sylvia Moestl Vasilik. I've
been a database programmer and engineer for more than 15 years, working at top organizations like Expedia, Microsoft, T-Mobile, and the
Gates Foundation. In 2015, I was teaching a SQL Server Certificate course at the University of Washington Continuing Education. It was a 10
week course, and my students paid more than $1000 for it. My students learned the basics of SQL, most of the keywords, and worked
through practice problems every week of the course. But because of the emphasis on getting a broad overview of all features of SQL, we
didn't spend enough time on the types of SQL that's used 95% of the time--intermediate and advanced Select statements. After the course
was over, some of my students emailed me to ask where they could get more practice. That's when I was inspired to start work on this book.
A GUIDE TO SQL, 8E, International Edition continues to be the essential SQL reference. It builds on the success of previous editions by
presenting basic SQL commands in the context of a running case in which a business uses SQL to manage orders, parts, customers, and
sales reps. The book covers the fundamentals of SQL programming using straightforward instruction and extensive hands-on exercises.
Continuing with its focus on learning the basics regardless of the database environment chosen, this edition features examples from the latest
databases: Oracle 11g, Access 2007, and MySQL. The eighth edition expands on the use of running case studies by adding a third running
case to the extensive hands-on pedagogy at the end of every chapter.
Introduce the latest version of the fundamental SQL language used in all relational databases today with Casteel’s ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E.
Much more than a study guide, this edition helps those who have only a basic knowledge of databases master the latest SQL and Oracle
concepts and techniques. Learners gain a strong understanding of how to use Oracle 12c SQL most effectively as they prepare for the first
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exam in the Oracle Database Administrator or Oracle Developer Certification Exam paths. This edition initially focuses on creating database
objects, including tables, constraints, indexes, sequences, and more. The author then explores data query techniques, such as row filtering,
joins, single-row functions, aggregate functions, subqueries, and views, as well as advanced query topics. ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E introduces
the latest features and enhancements in 12c, from enhanced data types and invisible columns to new CROSS and OUTER APPLY methods
for joins. To help readers transition to further studies, appendixes introduce SQL tuning, compare Oracle's SQL syntax with other databases,
and overview Oracle connection interface tools: SQL Developer and SQL Plus. Readers can trust ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E to provide the
knowledge for Oracle certification testing and the solid foundation for pursuing a career as a successful database administrator or developer.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-052 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database 11g Administration I
exam with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging exercises, practice questions, a two-minute
drill, and a chapter summary to highlight what you've learned. This authoritative guide will help you pass the test and serve as your essential
on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-052, including: Database architecture Creating an Oracle
Database Managing the Oracle instance Configuring and managing the Oracle network Managing database storage structures Administering
user security Managing schema objects, data and concurrency, and undo data Implementing Oracle Database security Database
maintenance and performance management Backup and recovery Moving data Intelligent infrastructure enhancements On the CD-ROM:
One full practice exam that simulates the actual OCA exam Detailed answers and explanations Score report performance assessment tool
Complete electronic book Bonus exam available free with online registration
ORACLE 11G: SQL is not simply a study guide; it is written for individuals who have just a basic knowledge of databases and can be utilized
in a course on this latest implementation of SQL from Oracle.
Presents the fundamental concepts of database management. This text is suitable for a first course in databases at the junior/senior
undergraduate level or the first year graduate level.
Practical SQL is an approachable and fast-paced guide to SQL (Structured Query Language), the standard programming language for
defining, organizing, and exploring data in relational databases. The book focuses on using SQL to find the story your data tells, with the
popular open-source database PostgreSQL and the pgAdmin interface as its primary tools. You’ll first cover the fundamentals of databases
and the SQL language, then build skills by analyzing data from the U.S. Census and other federal and state government agencies. With
exercises and real-world examples in each chapter, this book will teach even those who have never programmed before all the tools
necessary to build powerful databases and access information quickly and efficiently. You’ll learn how to: - Create databases and related
tables using your own data - Define the right data types for your information - Aggregate, sort, and filter data to find patterns - Use basic math
and advanced statistical functions - Identify errors in data and clean them up - Import and export data using delimited text files - Write queries
for geographic information systems (GIS) - Create advanced queries and automate tasks Learning SQL doesn’t have to be dry and
complicated. Practical SQL delivers clear examples with an easy-to-follow approach to teach you the tools you need to build and manage
your own databases. This book uses PostgreSQL, but the SQL syntax is applicable to many database applications, including Microsoft SQL
Server and MySQL.

Optimize reporting and BI with Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Reporting Services and Mobile
Reports provides a comprehensive lesson in business intelligence (BI), operational reporting and Reporting Services architecture
using a clear, concise tutorial approach. You'll learn effective report solution design based upon many years of experience with
successful report solutions. Improve your own reports with advanced, best-practice design, usability, query design, and filtering
techniques. Expert guidance provides insight into common report types and explains where each could be made more efficient,
while providing step-by step instruction on Microsoft SQL Server 2016. All changes to the 2016 release are covered in detail,
including improvements to the Visual Studio Report Designer (SQL Server Data Tools) and Report Builder, Mobile Dashboard
Designer, the new Report Portal Interface, HTML-5 Rendering, Power BI integration, Custom Parameters Pane, and more. The
Microsoft SQL Server 2016 release will include significant changes. New functionality, new capabilities, re-tooled processes, and
changing support require a considerable update to existing knowledge. Whether you're starting from scratch or simply upgrading,
this book is an essential guide to report design and business intelligence solutions. Understand BI fundamentals and Reporting
Services architecture Learn the ingredients to a successful report design Get up to speed on Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Grasp
the purpose behind common designs to optimize your reporting Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services makes reporting faster,
easier, and more powerful than ever in web, desktop and portal solutions. Compatibility with an extensive variety of data sources
makes it a go-to solution for organizations across the globe. The 2016 release brings some of the biggest changes in years, and
the full depth and breadth of these changes can create a serious snag in your workflow. For a clear tutorial geared toward the
working professional, Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Reporting Services and Mobile Reports is the ideal guide for getting
up to speed and producing successful reports.
Teach yourself the fundamentals of SQL Server Integration Services—one step at a time. This practical, learn-by-doing tutorial
delivers the guidance you need to transform and consolidate data—and build solutions that support your business intelligence
needs. Discover how to: Design and execute packages that transform data between files and relational databases Configure
connection managers to access other data sources Create data flows that alter, split, match, and merge data Develop eventhandlers and monitor package performance Encrypt sensitive information and control access to packages Customize script code
to automate Control Flow and Data Flow tasks Debug, troubleshoot, and optimize packages CD features: All practice exercises
Sample databases Fully searchable eBook For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for downloading
the CD files can be found in the ebook.
"Binding: PB"-Apache Spark is one of the fastest growing technology in BigData computing world. It support multiple programming languages
like Java, Scala, Python and R. Hence, many existing and new framework started to integrate Spark platform as well in their
platform e.g. Hadoop, Cassandra, EMR etc. While creating Spark certification material HadoopExam technical team found that
there is no proper material and book is available for the Spark SQL (version 2.x) which covers the concepts as well as use of
various features and found difficulty in creating the material. Therefore, they decided to create full length book for Spark SQL and
outcome of that is this book. In this book technical team try to cover both fundamental concepts of Spark SQL engine and many
exercises approx. 35+ so that most of the programming features can be covered. There are approximately 35 exercises and total
15 chapters which covers the programming aspects of SparkSQL. All the exercises given in this book are written using Scala.
However, concepts remain same even if you are using different programming language.
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-051 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database 11g: SQL
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Fundamentals I exam with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging exercises, practice
questions, a two-minute drill, and a chapter summary to highlight what you've learned. This authoritative guide will help you pass
the test and serve as your essential on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-051,
including: SQL SELECT statements Restricting and sorting data Single-row functions Conversion functions and conditional
expressions Group functions Displaying data from multiple tables Subqueries Set operators DML and DDL statements Schema
objects On the CD-ROM: One full practice exam that simulates the actual OCA exam Detailed answers and explanations Score
report performance assessment tool Complete electronic book Bonus exam available free with online registration
Oracle PL/SQL Recipes is your go to book for PL/SQL programming solutions. It takes a task-oriented approach to PL/SQL
programming that lets you quickly look up a specific task and see the pattern for a solution. Then it's as simple as modifying the
pattern for your specific application and implementing it. And you’re done and home for dinner. Oracle PL/SQL Recipes is another
in Apress’ ongoing series of recipe books aimed at Oracle practitioners. The recipe format is ideal for the busy professional who
just needs to get the job done. Covers the most common PL/SQL programming problems Presents solutions in ready-to-use
format Stays short and to-the-point
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